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CRUISING  l  AUSTRALIA

As we witness the devastation caused by yet another 
mass coral bleaching event on the Great Barrier Reef, 
we can’t help but feel terribly sad and helpless. The 

demise of our precious reef is fast approaching. We are seeing 
the ecosystem we have fallen in love with die in front of our 
eyes. This article is a plea for the reef. As cruisers there are 
things we can do. As land dwellers there are things we can do. 
Every choice we make matters. 

Widespread mass bleaching of corals on the reef was first 
seen in 1998, and happened again in 2002, 2016, 2017, 2020 
and 2022. The 2022 bleaching marks an alarming milestone for 
our most cherished natural wonder, with it going down as the 

first time mass bleaching has happened in a cooler La Niña 
year.  Scientists had hoped this would be a period of recovery 
for corals. It is a clear sign of the increasing intensity of climate 
change and ocean warming. We fear that with the extreme 
heat we are experiencing already this summer, 2023 may well 
see a repeat of last year.

We have written extensively about the reef and in the main 
focused on the positives, showcasing the absolute treasures 
we are lucky enough to see. But in our seventh year of reef 
wanders, it is time to reflect on the changes we have seen 
and the not so uplifting side of our explorations. So how do we 
really see the state of the reef? B L E A K

VANISHING 
TREASURES

The Reef – so precious because it is so threatened. CHRISTINE DANGER explains 
what Anui’s crew have observed and discusses what we can do as individual 
cruisers to help.
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Overall, we have noticed a marked deterioration. We see less 
colourful corals, less density, more brown expanses of algae 
covering dead coral, less fish variety and quantity, evidence of 
Crown of Thorns Starfish infestation. We have also witnessed 
significant variations in the state of the reef: severe damage 
along the inner and fringing reefs, some re-growth on some 
of the outer reefs, driven mainly by Acropora Species and soft 
corals, very degraded coral on the iconic Ribbon Reefs in the 
far north, and barren expanses even further out in the Coral 
Sea. Of course with any coral destruction you also lose habitat 
and food source for the fish populations that dwell in those 
reefs.

SO WHAT ARE CORALS? 
They are animals made up of thousands of small structures 
called polyps. Each polyp has a circular mouth surrounded 
by tentacles. Inside their tissues are small plants that 
photosynthesize and feed the host. Corals come in all sorts of 
shapes: plates, lacy leaves, boulders, branches … The corals 
are totally reliant on the tiny plant cells and vice versa.

When corals are stressed by changes in conditions such as 
temperature, light, or nutrients, the ability of the plant cells 
to photosynthesize and feed the animal host is impaired. The 
coral senses something is not right and tries to get rid of those 
plants that are no longer functional. They expel the symbiotic 
microscopic algae living in their tissues which gives them their 
colour. Without these organisms, the corals’ tissue becomes 
transparent, exposing their white skeleton. They are still alive 
but not allowing anything to grow on them or reproduce. They 
are at great risk of starvation and disease. Bleached corals 
are weaker and more susceptible to a microbial takeover 
fueled by algae. 

If the conditions don’t improve quickly the symbiotic algae do 
not return. Once fuzzy microalgae start invading, that coral 
has died. We have not seen the totally bleached white coral 
expanses when mass bleaching first happens. We have seen 
patches of this, but typically what follows a few months after 
bleaching is algal growth … and that we have seen … a lot! We 
have also seen fluorescing coral amid a grey, dead looking 
expanse. These are striking: glowing, neon like coral in vivid 
colours of bright purple, yellow, even aqua. Those corals are 

LOOKING OVER and under the surface.

ACROPORA, the first species of coral to quickly grow, but also to die. ON THE LEFT, a healthy fire coral colony, on the right the same 
coral, bleached.
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producing a chemical sunscreen to protect themselves from 
the heat. It is an incredibly beautiful transformation, but a 
phase of death. The coral is screaming in colour one last time. 

BIG DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AREAS
Coral reefs face multiple threats at local and global levels: 
•  Increased ocean temperature creating bleaching, heat 

stress and coral death 
•  Poor water quality from runoff which increases turbidity, 

adds nitrogen in the water, both resulting in algal growth 
that suffocates the coral

•  Increasingly violent and frequent storms that uproot corals 
and smash reef platforms.

• Crown of Thorn Starfish infestations that devour corals
• Overfishing of some species
• Coastal development impacts.

We have observed a significant difference between the inner 
and outer reefs. If you look at a satellite image of a section of 
the Great Barrier Reef you can see two distinct lines of reefs 
which run along its entire length, an inner line closest to the 
coast, and an outer line furthest offshore on the edge of the 
Continental Shelf. There is also a string of continental islands 
between the mainland and the reef.

The fringing reefs edging the continental islands located  
8-10nm off the coast are in the worst state. This includes areas 
like the Keppels, the Whitsundays, the islands off Townsville and 

Cairns. The water is turbid with increased sediment,  
pollutants and contaminants. You dangle your feet 
at the back of your boat and they disappear into a 
milky opaque water with poor visibility. With little light 
penetrating under the surface, hardly any coral is 
left and there is low fish population. The whole line of 
reefs running about 30nm from the Queensland coast 
is also very damaged. 

As yachties in those areas you can choose to focus 
on the beautiful scenery above the surface, or the 
social gatherings which are such a big part of the joy 
of cruising. But it is ignoring the inconvenient truth, the 
state of affairs down below.

Why is it so bad at both the fringing and inner reefs? 
Because they are affected by multiple stressors, the 
big one being agricultural runoff. In addition some of 
these reefs have also suffered the effect of tropical 
storms and most of them have been affected by 
marine heat waves repeatedly over the past six years. 

A little further offshore things are less dire but certainly 
not good. Overall the Southern Reefs are the least 
affected by the latest bleaching. This includes the 
Capricorn and Bunker Group. However it is dependent 
on where you go and where you look. You will see live 
coral colonies, often on the more exposed slopes 
rather than in the lee of the reef platform, but there 
are areas of dead coral covered in algae, or simply 
rubble. 

Generally 30% cover is the most you can expect. 
In many areas it is far less than that. The overall 
impression you get as you snorkel or dive these days 
is greyness where everything used to be colourful and 
vibrant, sparsity of cover where soft and hard corals 

used to occupy every inch of the sea floor, low quantity of 
fish where it used to be abundant and varied. There is no 
escaping the fact that the reef deterioration appears to be 
accelerating.

The healthiest reefs we have seen are mostly on the very outer 
edge of the Great Barrier Reef where marine life is thriving 
thanks to their position along the Continental Shelf with its 
upwelling of clean, cool and nutrient rich ocean waters. But 
when we say ‘healthiest’ it is all relative. The iconic Ribbon 
Reefs for instance are extremely patchy and disappointing. 
Where there is some coral life, you get a kind of monoculture: 
expanses of rubbery soft coral such as the lobophytum, or 
fields of Acropora but nothing else. The diversity of species 
is gone.

The offshore reefs in the central and northern region (offshore 
of Mackay, Townsville and Cairns) have been damaged by 
large scale coral bleaching events but they are fighting back. 
The Reef is incredibly resilient and despite the onslaughts it 
is recovering in places far from the coast, 50-90nm offshore, 
where there are areas showing reasonable coral growth again. 
The regrowth on some reefs is led by branching and plate 
Acropora species, which also happen to be most susceptible 
to heat stress and storms. We also see the seafloor getting 
colonized by hardy soft corals such as Sarcophyton and 
Lobophytum, which are not reef building, but can be quite 
attractive and seeing them beats looking at large expanses 
of bare substrate. Observing some recovery gives us some 

A VIBRANT bommie compared to a lifeless one.

ON THE LEFT, a healthy brain coral, on the right its meanders are crumbling away.

WHAT GOOD vs patchy coral cover looks like.
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hope, as long as another bleaching event does not cook the 
new growth every summer and wild storms smash or upturn 
the coral. With multiple devastating assaults, can they survive 
and recover? We worry they won’t.

As if storms and rising temperatures aren’t enough, there is 
also the impact of the Crown of Thorns Starfish (COTS) to 
contend with. These can invade an area and obliterate the 
corals at lightning speed. They feed on branching and table 
corals such as Acropora species rather than more rounded 
corals with less exposed surface area, such as Porites. Like 
other starfish, they exude their stomach and start the process 
of digestion outside their body. They settle on a piece of 
hard coral, release chemicals which attract additional COTS 
to healthy reef sections. They then begin their destructive 
feeding frenzies, releasing digestive enzymes onto the reef 
and liquefying the coral tissue. You will notice the white coral 
skeleton – the scar - where they have digested the polyps 
as they move around and eat their way through an area. The 
coral skeleton is then rapidly infested with filamentous algae. 
An older scar will look brown or grey. During a severe outbreak, 
there can be many crown-of-thorns starfish per square metre, 

even piling on top of each other. They can eat so much that 
they can kill most of the living coral in that part of the reef, 
reducing hard coral cover from the usual 25-40% of the reef 
surface to less than 1%. Such a reef can take 10 years or more 
to recover its coral cover.

Two years ago we saw and reported a COTS outbreak at 
Walker Reef, offshore of Townsville. It got dealt with swiftly. 
We returned to that reef last year and it is showing some signs 
of gradual recovery, but very patchy. We are told by marine 
biologists at the Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIMS) 
that the Swain Reefs have been badly damaged by COTS. 
These are the furthest offshore reefs on the GBR, some 150 
nm from the coast. The GBR Marine Parks Authority is quick to 
react to reports of outbreaks and send teams to cull the COTS. 
We have seen Crown of Thorns although not at outbreak level 
anywhere again but we have seen the scars they leave behind 
on most reefs, some more numerous than others. We continue 
to report their presence via Eye on the Reef.

One thing is encouraging: the effect of the Marine National 
Park Green Protection zones which forbid fishing or take of 
any kind and in so doing limit the activities of people using 

ON THE LEFT a colourful reef slope, a grey crumbling substrate on 
the right.

COLOUR ON the left, fluorescing coral on the left as a last hurrah.
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and abusing those fragile places. Reefs in green zones are 
in noticeably better condition with many more fish. But they 
represent only 33% of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. We 
need more of these protected areas to help preserve and 
restore habitat. The Marine Park people are patrolling these 
reefs by air and sea and severe fines are imposed on those 
breaking the rules. We have little pity for those getting caught.

ACTION TIME
The reef is a spectacular and fragile ecosystem. We have 
shown this in our series of Outer Reef posts on our website and 
in previous articles published in various yachting magazines. 
We have been incredibly lucky to spend so much time 
exploring and witnessing what is there, good and bad.

But there is no denying that the Great Barrier Reef is being 
ravaged by climate change. Should it be listed as an 
endangered world heritage site? Yes, because it is, and we 
are running out of time to halt the devastation. How long have 
we got? We don’t know, marine biologists we meet on our 
journeys don’t know either. We fear we are talking a few years 
rather than several decades.

What we do know is this … If we stay on the current destructive 
trajectory, burning fossil fuels, letting agricultural runoff flow 
carelessly into our rivers and inshore waters, if we keep over 
populating and overfishing, if we keep showing an insatiable 
desire for stuff, if we keep getting rid of waste recklessly, we 

will surely kill what is left of the reef, and not in the distant 
future, but very, very soon.

It is sad to see that while everyone has been distracted with 
the global pandemic, the war in Ukraine, elections locally, 
the issue of protecting, nurturing and safeguarding the 
environment and the very ecosystems that keep us and every 
living thing alive have been neglected. When will our local and 
global priorities change? When will we shift our focus to the 
real crisis of our time? 

WHAT CAN WE PERSONALLY DO?
The survival of the reef is dependent on the decisions we 
make now. Apart from voting leaders in who are committed 
to climate action and to reducing our reliance on fossil fuels, is 
there something we can do personally? 

What do we do as individual cruisers? Do we rush and see 
as much of what is left as we can? Do we take part in Citizen 
Science Projects to help protect the reef? Or do we shrug our 
shoulders and go cruising somewhere else?

We had long conversations with a Project Manager at the 
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA) about the 
state of the reef, about the future, about how we can help. He 
urged us to do three things:

-  Spread the word – share posts and photos, write articles 
about what we see

REEF EXPLORATIONS – always looking for a new angle.

WHICH GUTTER would you rather snorkel through? PLATE CORALS are susceptible to Crown of Thorn attacks as 
shown on the right.
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–  Volunteer – take part in 
projects that help

– Get other cruisers involved

We are too much in love with 
the reef to just sail away. This 
year we are involved in surveying 
and reporting on the state of 
the reef through the Eye on 
the Reef Program. It involves 
systematically completing 
surveys, making detailed notes 
and photographing every reef we 
visit. All it takes is ten minutes of 
a dive or snorkel. We encourage 
you to do the same and have 
adventures with purpose.

We can all help and have 
collective impact by 
collaborating. From ditching 
single-use plastics to citizen 
science and world-leading research 
– now is the time to act. Passion is a great connector. We 
don’t all need to be marine biologists to make a difference. 
Discover, connect with the reef, learn to love it and protect it. 
We might feel as though we are just one person, but together 
we can be much more than that.

Did you know that the GBRMPA runs projects which all 
contribute to helping save the Great Barrier Reef?  These 
projects range from education programs, plastic pollution 
control, Crown of Thorn Starfish eradication, coral nurseries, 
renewable energy development and responsible stewardships 
by marine park tourism organisations. Check out https://www.
gbrmpa.gov.au/our-work/eye-on-the-reef

All programs harness the eyes, ears and good will of marine 
park users everywhere to provide near real time snapshots of 
wildlife happening or reef health events along the geographic 
scope of the GBR. Anyone can take part in most of these 
programs. You and I can take part. All we need is a mask and 
snorkel and a willingness to get involved. 

You can complete a training program online which is 
informative and supplements what you might already know 
about corals, algae, fish species, signs of coral health. It 
provides you with tools to record your findings. Your reports, 

photos and notes provide valuable feedback to the GBRMPA 
which by law cannot be ignored and have to be acted on. To 
find out more, go to https://www.gbrmpa.gov.au/our-work/
eye-on-the-reef/reef-discovery-online-learning

Here are a few other ways you might also like to help the 
Great Barrier Reef. These might seem like a drop in the ocean: 
a bunch of projects that are far from sufficient. But every little 
thing helps.   

•  Join Oceans 2 Earth volunteer programs 
https://ocean2earth.org

•  Become a citizen of the Great Barrier Reef  
https://citizensgbr.org

• Become a volunteer with the Great Barrier Reef volunteer 
program  https://volunteerhq.org/destinations/australia/
great-barrier-reef-conservation

•  Only use reef-safe sunscreen and wear high SPF factor 
clothing where you can in place of sunscreen. Australian 
skincare brands Sukin, Endota and Wotnot all offer reef-
safe formulas free of ingredients like oxybenzone and 
octinoxate which are harmful to marine life and coral.

Signs of some recovery with a sarcophyton soft coral cover.
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•  Pledge to give up plastic straws with https://www.
strawnomore.org the movement started in Cairns by 11 year 
old Molly Steer, to encourage schools and tuckshops to 
stop using straws. 

•  Contribute to Clean Up Australia, https://www.cleanup.
org.au by picking up litter, stepping up to Australia’s waste 
challenge in a variety of ways 

•  Stop releasing balloons that are harmful to marine creatures 
– when balloons fly, seabirds die

•  Reduce your own carbon footprint with a few lifestyle 
adjustments – opt to cycle, 
walk or carpool to work, 
cut out single use plastics, 
plant an edible garden, join 
Meatless Monday, avoid 
packaged foods and/
or reduce food waste 

•  Make your home more 
eco-friendly. Solar energy is 
a clean renewable energy 
so instal solar panels to 
power your home, plant 
an edible garden, reduce 
your leftover food waste 
and make the switch to 
chemical-free cleaning and 
gardening products.

So please don’t just sail 
past. If you love the reef and 
want to help preserve it, get 
involved.

LOBOPHYTUM rubbery soft coral takeover.

THE THREE biggest risks to the reef.

Chris and her partner Wade Bishop have been 
sailing on catamarans of various sizes for many 
years, cruising Bass Strait, Tasmanian waters 
and Australia’s east coast. In July 2017, they 
finally retired and are now sea wanderers, living 
on board their beloved catamaran Anui, a 52ft 
Crowther. Follow their adventures on  
www.sv-anui.com


